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About Illumine 
Illumine Training provides management and personal skills development, focused 
on developing better brains for better business.  
 
The unique portfolio of high quality, high impact training, builds skills in six 
inter-related areas: Learn, Absorb & Understand; Write, Speak & Influence; 
Creative Thinking & Innovation; Meetings, Facilitation & Coaching; Engagement 
& Personal Balance; and Management & Leadership Essentials. 
 

 
 

The range of courses and workshops has been developed to contribute 
significantly to organisations’ management and personal development agendas – 
with a strong focus on high levels of skills transfer and a wide variety of flexible 
delivery options. 
 
The company was founded in 1996 and has worked extensively with many of the 
UK’s leading companies and public sector organisations, contributing to staff, 
management and leadership development programmes.  
 
All courses apply accelerated learning 
principles to ensure that learning is 
maximised. In order to support learning, all 
course participants are provided with free 
access to Illumine’s web-based online learning 
area. 
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Six Thinking Hats®
 

 

Overview: 
 
Devised by Dr Edward de Bono, the Six Thinking Hats approach is a parallel 
thinking technique which was created in response to what de Bono describes as 
adversarial thinking. This is commonly seen in meetings and discussions – 
individuals expending a great deal of energy attempting to win others over to 
their perspective – creating one ‘winner’ (which may or not be the organisation) 
and a number of losers. 
 
Parallel thinking encourages everyone to adopt the same type of thinking at the 
same time – thus creating the space to share perspectives and encourage 
everyone to think in ways other than their own preferred way. 
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About Illumine Topic Guides: 

Illumine Training has produced a range of topic guides on subjects related to 

different aspects of effective thinking – the focus of its training. They are 

intended as an overview and ‘desktop reference’; not a comprehensive review 

of the subject. 

 

Feel free to use them (in their entirety please) or direct friends and colleagues 

to the full range of guides at www.illumine.co.uk/guides 

http://www.illumine.co.uk/
mailto:info@illumine.co.uk
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Six Thinking Hats®
 

 

Introduction 
Edward de Bono, the originator of 
the technique, refers to meetings 
and discussions that are 
characterised by ‘adversarial 
thinking’. In such meetings, one 
person may extol the virtues of an 
idea or suggestion and immediately 
someone else will list the problems 
or associated dangers. The Six Hats 
approach deals with this paradigm 
by providing a mechanism that 
promotes more productive 
discussions, reduced conflict and a 
process for looking at all aspects of 
the situation under discussion. 
 

In a nutshell 
Each of the Six Hats represents a 
different ‘thinking mode’ – see 
right. The idea is for the whole 
group to adopt the same way of 
thinking at the same time – 
metaphorically (or literally if you 
choose) putting on the same 
coloured hat.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Using the Six Hats approach 
The Mind Map above provides a high level overview of the thinking that is used when 
each hat is ‘on’. The order in which the hats are ‘worn’ depends on a number of 
factors, but typically when discussing a specific idea, the group may use the approach 
on the right. 

Blue – start here to agree 
the order of the hats, the 
scope of the discussion and 
the output required. 
White – discuss what you 
know and what you don’t 
know but need to. Focus 
on facts and figures, not 
interpretations and 
viewpoints. 
Black – where are the 
problems and risks? What 
could go wrong? 
Green – use creative 
thinking to address the 
problems identified with 
the black hat on and 
generate more ideas. 
Red – capture everyone’s 
feelings about the idea or 
situation. 
Yellow – what’s good about 
the idea? 
Blue – review the 
contributions made with 
each hat on and make 
conclusions and/or next 
steps. 

 

   

 
Special note: Illumine topic guides are 

intended as a quick overview and practical 
guide. They are a personal interpretation of 

the topics based on our experience as 
trainers and practitioners of the techniques 

in question. 

 Find out more… 
Training  

 The official Six Thinking Hats® training course is available from Illumine 

(www.illumine.co.uk/6hats)  

 Six Hats is introduced as an idea evaluation technique on Illumine’s Creativity for Logical 

Thinkers course. (www.illumine.co.uk/illw)  
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